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SHERIDAN CONRAD

Sheridan Conrad's interest in jewelry
making began at an early age and
eventually led her to enter the
undergraduate program in art at the
University of Arkansas. Upon obtaining
her degree, she began her jewelry career
in her home state of Oklahoma. When
she was in her mid-twenties, the
explosion of the petroleum industry led to
a number of nouveau riche, who utilized
her skills to create high-end pieces such
as diamond oil derricks, race horses, and

gold nuggets for famous clients like Bob Hope and Minnie Pearl. She continued her
education and obtained her GIA (Gemological Institute of America) certification in
diamond grading, colored stones, gemstone identification, counter design and display.

Sheridan created her own company, A Jeweler’s Art in 1998. She went back to college
and earned her Master’s degree in Education and her National Board certification.
Sheridan opened a studio/jewelry gallery in the historic Paseo Arts District in Oklahoma
City in 2009. She continued to focus on custom work and taught a number of jewelry
classes while representing local and national contemporary jewelers.

In the summer of 2017, Sheridan traveled to Italy to study an ancient technique called
chasing and repousse. Her creative urges stimulated, upon returning she decided to
close her gallery and focus on her own designs, while still teaching a handful of private
students.
Her travels to foreign countries have allowed her to cultivate a broad-ranging view of art
from different cultures. She has traveled to Sri Lanka to observe sapphire and
moonstone mines, Idar Oberstein Germany to see some of the world’s best
stonecutters, to the Netherlands to absorb the beauty of the Van Gogh Museum, to
Easter Island to take in the creations of ancient craftsmen, Europe cathedrals, and
traveled to meditate in Tibet and India. Sheridan enjoys art history and allows art to
permeate every part of her life.

BRACELETS



Sheridan Conrad, "Turquoise Cuff
Bracelet," 2020, Sterling Silver and 22kt

Gold with Turquoise Stone, $650

Sheridan Conrad, "Sculptural Oak
Bracelet," 2020, Sterling Silver Chasing

and Repose, $1,200

EARRINGS

Sheridan Conrad, "Earring 6," 2019.
Sterling Silver and 22kt Yellow Gold with

Golden Freshwater Pearls, $175

Sheridan Conrad, "Earring 5," 2019,
Sterling Silver and 22kt Yellow Gold, $150

RINGS

Sheridan Conrad, "22kt and Blue Sapphire
Ring," 2019, 22kt Yellow Gold and One

Natural (Unheated) Blue Sapphire, from Sri
Lanka, One of a Kind - Hand Constructed,

$2,500

Sheridan Conrad, "Marquise Rung," 2019,
18kt White Gold Ring with Marquise

Shaped Bezel Center Stone Surrounded by
SI1-GH Brite Cut Full Cut Diamonds, All

Natural Stones, $1,500

BROACH AND PENDANTS

Sheridan's Sculptural Rubber Neckpipes allow you to turn any broach into a pendant!

Sheridan Conrad, "Cross Broach and
Pendant," 2020, Sterling Silver and 22kt

Yellow Gold with Freshwater Cross Shaped
Pearl, $675

Sheridan Conrad, "Sculptural Rubber
Neckpipe," 2020, Rubber Neckpipe with
Sterling Silver Catch Magnetic (Made in

German), $450



Sheridan Conrad, "Turquoise Broach and Pendant," 2020, Sterling Silver and 22kt Yellow Gold
with Green and Blue Turquoise, $675

Sheridan Conrad, "Sculptural Rubber Neckpipe," 2020, Rubber Neckpipe with Sterling Silver
Catch Magnetic (Made in Germany), $450
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